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State of the art software methods (such as fixed value approaches or statistical approaches) to create a binary
image of fluorescent bacterial cells are not as accurate and precise as they should be for counting bacteria and
measuring their area. To overcome these bottlenecks, we introduce biological significance to obtain a binary
image froma greyscalemicroscopic image. Using our biological significance approachwe are able to automatical-
ly count about the same number of cells as an individual researcher would do by manual/visual counting. Using
the fixed value or statistical approach to obtain a binary image leads to about 20% less cells in automatic counting.
In our procedure we included the areameasurements of the bacterial cells to determine the right parameters for
background subtraction and threshold values. In an iterative process the threshold and background subtraction
valueswere incremented until the number of particles smaller than a typical bacterial cell is less than the number
of bacterial cells with a certain area. This research also shows that every image has a specific threshold with re-
spect to the optical system,magnification and staining procedure aswell as the exposure time. The biological sig-
nificance approach shows that automatic counting can be performed with the same accuracy, precision and
reproducibility asmanual counting. The same approach can be used to count bacterial cells using different optical
systems (Leica, Olympus and Navitar), magnification factors (200× and 400×), staining procedures (DNA
(Propidium Iodide) and RNA (FISH)) and substrates (polycarbonate filter or glass).

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Fluorescencemicroscopy is a generally acceptedmethod inmicrobi-
ology that can be used to detect e.g., cells, proteins, DNA, glycogen,
polyhydroxybutyric acidswith a variety of different staining procedures
(e.g., Fluorescence in situ Hybridisation (FISH), staining of DNA) and
fluorescent labels (e.g., propidium iodide, Acridine orange, Cy3, FITC).
After proper evaluation of microscopic images by eye or by using soft-
ware tools e.g., the total number of bacterial cells, cell numbers of specif-
ic bacterial species, ratio of viable and non-viable bacteria and bacterial
cell area can be obtained from the data. However, straightforward com-
parisons between results obtained from different experiments are diffi-
cult. In an effort to standardize results, digital images of fluorescent
labelled organisms or structures can be processed by (semi-)automated
image analysis software packages (Grivet et al., 1999; O'Mahony et al.,
2005; Selinummi et al., 2005; Thiel and Blaut, 2005). In this automatiza-
tion process a grayscale image is converted into a binary (two possible
pixel values, normally black and white) image. This conversion process
excellence for sustainablewater

nga).
is called thresholding. However, the application of an automated
thresholding algorithm to discriminate the background (white;
value=0) from the objects of interest (black; value=1) is challenging.
Therefore, the use of a fixed threshold is accepted in current software
approaches (O'Mahony et al., 2005). Some authors report the use of
an empirically obtained fixed threshold based on their own reference
dataset (Schönholzer et al., 1999; Thiel and Blaut, 2005). Nevertheless,
even with an optically perfect system, a simple segmentation at a
fixed threshold is not appropriate for a reliable and reproducible size
measurement or to count different objects (Bjørnsen, 1986). For exam-
ple, if a technician has the responsibility to manually set the threshold,
the variability in the threshold is about 60%. If there are more techni-
cians involved the variability drops to 40% (Webb et al., 2003). To over-
come this bias, which is a critical step in automated image analysis,
alternative approaches in the development of an automated flexible
thresholding procedure are necessary (Mesquita et al., 2013).

Several attempts in that direction use pre-treatment(s) of the im-
ages (e.g., increasing contrast, subtract background algorithm or out of
focus image, changing the histogram, sharpening, delineation) (Bloem
et al., 1995; Klauth et al., 2004; Pernthaler et al., 2003). However, imple-
mentation of these steps can lead to significant loss of information.
Compared to the results of a manual count, the outcome of the
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algorithms for the number of cells was lower and less accurate (coeffi-
cient of variation was 30% versus 10% respectively) (Bloem et al.,
1995; Seo et al., 2010).

There are other approaches to objectively determine the threshold;
all of them are based on statistical analyses of the histogramor intensity
value of each individual pixel or/and their neighbours. The following six
groups of threshold methods are accepted: histogram shape-based,
clustering-based, entropy-based, attribute similarity based, spatial
based and local based (Sezgin and Sankur, 2004).

An interesting method is the topological stable-state threshold
method from the attribute similarity based class. In this method, groups
of objects with identical intensity-values are predefined and correlated
to an incremental increasing threshold level. Objects regarded as
“noise”, rapidly disappear when shifting the threshold (Pikaz and
Averbuch, 1996). Another comparable algorithm is the stable count
method. In this method each threshold will be applied (increasing the
threshold by 1 up till the maximum). For each set of threshold a count
of objects will be performed; if the count of objects remains constant
the threshold is found (Russell et al., 2009).

Nonetheless, those algorithms make no use of pre-set parameters
holding biological significance (e.g., area or/and size of a typical bacteri-
al cell). This lack of implementation of biological key figures (to the best
of our knowledge) in the current types of threshold algorithms leads us
to our hypothesis: When implementing biological significant variables
into a threshold algorithm a reliable, accurate, precise and reproducible
estimation of area and counts of bacterial cells can be achieved.

Our study was designed broadly to test our hypothesis. We used dif-
ferent staining procedures (e.g., DNA and RNA staining protocols) on di-
verse surfaces (e.g., glass and polycarbonate). The samples were
examined with four optical systems (OS) and images were taken at dif-
ferent magnification factors (e.g., 200× and 400×). The images were
analysed manually and by using three different approaches of
thresholding: i) a set value approach (Schönholzer et al., 1999; Thiel
and Blaut, 2005), ii) a statistical approach (Otsu, 1979), and iii) an ap-
proach integrating biological significant variables.

This studypresents an algorithm implementing biological significant
variables that was especially developed to analyse images containing
fluorescent labelled bacteria.

None of the existing methods (to the best of our knowledge) uses
key numbers of the object of interest (OOI) to find the precise cut-off
value to produce a binary image. We suggest implementing previously
known data of the OOI's (in this case we assume an average area of a
bacterial cell of 1 μm2 (Palumbo et al., 1984; Srivastava and Srivastava,
2003)) into the concept of Pikaz and Russell (Pikaz and Averbuch,
1996; Russell et al., 2009) to perform a precise cut-off.

For every shift of the threshold, a count will be performed for the
noise (smaller than the average area of a bacterium) and for the OOI
(equal and larger than the average area of a bacterium). The threshold
is found when the count of the noise is smaller than the count of the
OOI. The main aim was to overcome the existing reduced sensitivity
and accuracy using software algorithms to count bacteria compared to
the results of manual counting of bacteria in microscopic images. The
presented algorithm is dynamic, automated and applicable for at least
four different optical systems.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Bacterial strains and growth conditions

For all experiments F1 generations of the bacterial strains
Pectobacterium carotovorum subsp. carotovorum (DSMZ 30169),
Escherichia coli (DSMZ 301), Aeromonas hydrophila (DSMZ 30017) and
Enterococcus faecalis (DSMZ 2570) were used. Bacteria were cultivated
from the Cryo-bank in 5 mL TSB (Oxoid, CM0129) for 20 h. 100 μL of
this culture was subcultured in 5 mL TSB for 16–24 h before taking a
sample for DNA and RNA staining. DSMZ 30169 was grown at 20 °C,
DSMZ 30017 at 30 °C and DSMZ 301 and DSMZ 2570 at 37 °C.
2.2. Staining protocols

2.2.1. DNA and RNA staining on microscopic glass slides

2.2.1.1. Sample preparation. Fixation of the bacteria cells: 10% F1 genera-
tion, 10% formaldehyde (37% v/v) and 80% sodium chloride solution
(0.9% (w/v) NaCl) (v/v) were mixed well and incubated for 30 min at
room temperature. After fixation, the bacteriawere spotted on glass (di-
agnostic slides, 8 wells/6 mm) and air dried for 30 min. Dehydration
(96% (v/v) ethanol) was applied to ensure total water removal and to
allow easy transport of the staining dye into the bacteria cells.
2.2.1.2. DNA staining. The staining solutionwas added and samples were
incubated for 10min in the dark at room temperature. Staining solution
A was of 0.03 mg/mL propidium iodide (Fluka, Sigma-Aldrich ecno.
2470810) dissolved in Milli Q water. Staining solution B was of
0.03 mg/mL propidium iodide dissolved in 0.1 M sodium phosphate
buffer pH 7.0 (75.6 mL 0.1 M Na2HPO4 and 24.4 mL 0.1 M NaH2PO4).
The slides were washed with Milli Q (staining solution A) or with SCC
(staining solution B) (SCC 1×: 0.3 M NaCl, 15 mM sodium citrate,
pH 7.0) for 15 min in the dark at room temperature.
2.2.1.3. RNA staining. The RNA staining solution was added to the fixed
air dried and dehydrated bacterial cells spotted on glass slides (see
above). Samples were incubated for 60 min in the dark at 45 °C. The
staining solution was of probe EUB338 (Amann et al., 1990) (12 ng/
μL) (sequence; 5′-GCT GCC TCC CGT AGG AGT-3′), hybridisation buffer
(0.9 M NaCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.01% (w/v) SDS and 20% (v/v)
formamide, 0.5% (v/v) Triton X-100). The slides were washed with
washing buffer (0.9 M NaCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 and 5 mM EDTA
pH 8.0) for 15 min in the dark at room temperature.
2.2.1.4. Sample preservation. Slides were air dried in the dark and each
spot was covered with 5 μL mounting medium (Invitrogen, I7224 com-
ponent H) to prevent the degradation of the fluoro-chrome during the
storage period (one week to several weeks, in the dark at room
temperature).
2.2.2. DNA and RNA staining on polycarbonate filters

2.2.2.1. Sample preparation. The bacterial solution was diluted into vari-
ous bacterial concentrations (between about 5 ⋅ 103 and about 5 ⋅ 105

per mL) and filtered through (1 or 10 mL sample) filters with a pore
size of 0.4 μm (Millipore, HTBP01300). Fixation was performed by
adding formalin solution (3.7% (v/v)) on to the filter for 30 min at
room temperature. After removal of the formalin solution by pressure,
dehydration fluid (96% (v/v) ethanol) was applied and removed by
pressure.
2.2.2.2. DNA staining. Staining solution A or B (see DNA staining on mi-
croscopic glass slides) was applied for 10 min in the dark at room tem-
perature. After staining the appropriate washing solutions for the
different staining solutions were applied and removed by pressure.
The filters were photographed directly.
2.2.2.3. RNA staining. Staining solution (see RNA staining onmicroscopic
glass slides) was added (100 μL every 15 min (4 times); in the dark at
45 °C). After staining, the samples werewashed three times with wash-
ing buffer. The filters were photographed directly.



Table 3
Average and standard deviation of the ratio software count versus manual count of the
number of bacteria counted in each image using OS1, OS2, OS3 and OS4 at 200 and 400-
fold magnification. SV: Set Value approach; SA: Statistical Approach; IBS: Integrating Bio-
logical Significant approach.

Optical system (n images)
Average [%] ± SD

SV SA IBS

OS1 400× (30) 70 ± 15 64 ± 17 94 ± 12
OS1 200× (10) 91 ± 8 97 ± 4 110 ± 13
OS2 400× (10) 84 ± 9 80 ± 10 100 ± 12
OS3 400× (10) 82 ± 19 80 ± 18 101 ± 11
OS4 ~200× (10) 92 ± 9 93 ± 8 106 ± 6
All (70) 80 ± 16 77 ± 19 100 ± 13

Table 1
Optical systems.

OS
Microscope
type Lamp type Camera type

1 Olympus
(BH2)

Olympus mercury (BH2-RFL-T3) Luminera, LM135

2 Olympus
(BX43)

Lumen dynamics mercury XCITE
(120Q)

Olympus, XM10

3 Leica
(DM2500)

Leica mercury lamp (EL6000) Leica, DFC450C

4 Navitara Navitar LED Luminera, infinity III
camera 3–1 M

a http://www.navitar.com (America).
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2.3. Data acquisition

The four different optical systems (OS) that were used are summa-
rized in Table 1.

The image conditions and pixel resolutions for the different optical
systems are summarized in Table 2. Calibration of theOSwas performed
using a micro scale measuring staff (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) with
steps of 10 μm.

The images were taken with different exposure times varying from
90 to 1500 ms.
2.4. Data processing

We used three different approaches to process the images: i) a set
value approach (SV). This approach uses an arbitrary value for obtaining
a binary image. ii) A statistical approach (SA). This approach uses the
calculation method of Otsu (Otsu, 1979) for producing a binary image.
iii) An integration of biological significant variables approach (IBS).
This approach uses the shift of threshold and counting of noise and
OOI to determine a cut-off value when the count of OOI was larger
than the count of the noise. At this point the thresholdwas set. The soft-
ware used was ImageJ version 1.47 m (Abràmoff et al., 2004).

Before obtaining a binary imagewe set theminimumvalue to 0 (e.g.,
if theminimumvalue in the imagewas 20, then 20was subtracted from
all grey values of the image). After that we applied a subtract back-
ground method (Sternberg, 1983) (this method can handle zero
values).

After obtaining a binary image the objects were counted based on
area and intensity, using an overlay of the original and the binary
image. Objects that were too small for a bacterium (calculated smallest
rod (Palumbo et al., 1984) in pixels minus 1 pixel; calculations were
based on calibrations per OS with a micro scale measuring staff) or
Table 2
Image conditions and pixel resolution.

OS Magnification

Image
resolution
(pixels)

Storage
format Image type

File
size
(MB)

Pixel
resolution
(pixels/μm)

1 200× 1392 by
1040

TIFF 8 bit
grayscale
LUTa

1.4 4.0

1 400× 1392 by
1040

TIFF 8 bit
grayscale
LUTa

1.4 8.0

2 400× 1376 by
1038

BMP 32 bit RGB 5.4 6.3

3 400× 2560 by
1920

TIFF 8 bit
grayscale
LUTa

4.7 8.2

4 ~200× 1392 by
1040

TIFF 8 bit
grayscale
LUTa

1.4 3.1

a Lookup tables for displaying each of the 256 possible pixel values.
had a lower intensity than the average background of the image were
not counted. These two selection criteria were used for all three thresh-
old approaches.
3. Results

The images were processed according to the description in material
andmethods. Each binarized imagewas used for automated andmanu-
al counting. For each OS the minimal size of the OOI was determined in
pixels andwas dependant onOS andmagnification factor. The following
valueswere obtained: OS1 200× b4; OS1 400× b15; OS2 400× b8; OS3
400× b15; OS4 200× b3 pixels. The original imageswere used forman-
ual counting of the bacteria within ImageJ. Each bacterium was visually
evaluated and counted. ImageJ marks already counted bacteria to pre-
vent that single bacteria were counted multiple times.

For all approaches (3 automated methods and 1 manual) the data
were recorded and summarized in Excel including the x,y coordinates
of each bacterium in the images.

The total average of the ratio software/manual counts of all the proc-
essed images taken with OS1, OS2, OS3 and OS4 at 200 and 400-fold
magnification are presented in Table 3. An average of 100% means that
the automated counted the same number of bacteria as the manual
method.

A normal distribution of the data sets for the different software ap-
proaches was confirmed using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (α =
0.05). Therefore, a two tailed paired two-sample t-test was done com-
paring the results of the software bacterial counts to the manual bacte-
rial counts set at 100% (α=0.05). The total number of bacteria counted
with the IBS approach is equal to the total number of bacteria that were
counted manually (ratio 100%± 13, p N 0.05). The total number of bac-
teria that were counted with the SV approach (ratio 80% ± 16) and SA
approach (ratio 77% ± 19) were lower than the total bacteria that
were counted manually (p b 0.05).

Fig. 1 shows the thresholds for the grey values for all 70 images and
for all three thresholding approaches. In the SV approach the same
threshold for every image is used. The threshold values for the SA ap-
proach shows a broad variability whereas the dynamics of the IBS
thresholding approach the threshold values stay within a certain band
with.

We compared our IBS, SV, and SA approaches on images containing
bacterial cells with high fluorescence intensity with images containing
bacterial cells with low fluorescence intensity. Fig. 2 presents an
image with objects with high fluorescence intensity (DNA staining)
which were processed using the three different software approaches.
According to visual inspection the IBS (D) approach shows that the se-
lected area is very similar to the area of the bacteria in the original
grey scale image (A). The SV (B) and SA (C) approaches overestimate
the bacterial area compared to the bacterial area in the original image
(A).

However, using an image with low fluorescence intensity bacteria
the IBS approach behaves similar whereas the SV approach (B)

http://www.navitar.com


Fig. 1. Different grey values to obtain a binary image. SV: Set Value approach; SA: Statistical Approach; IBS: Integrating Biological Significant approach.
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underestimates and SA approach (C) overestimates the bacterial area
compared to the bacterial area in the original image (A) (Fig. 3).

In Table 4 the area averages and their coefficients of variation (CV)
are presented for each tested OS as well as an overall summary of the
different approaches with no respect to the OS.

While the IBS approach gives the values closest to the natural size of
a bacterium, SA and SV approaches are more than twice as large as the
natural size of a bacterium (~2 μm2, largest rod (Palumbo et al., 1984)).

According to the results (Table 4, Figs. 2 and 3) the IBS approach (av-
erage size for a bacterial cell = 1.97 μm2) displays the best match with
the original bacterial area between 1–2 μm2. For the SV and SA
Fig. 2. Visual comparison of the three different software approaches; SV (B), SA (C) and IBS
propidium iodide and imaged with OS2. Exposure time was 100 ms and the magnification fa
compared with three software approaches: SV (10), SA (11) and for IBS (20). The red lines
red). SV: Set Value approach; SA: Statistical Approach; IBS: Integrating Biological Significant ap
approaches the bacterial areas are determined to be 1.5 and 2 times
larger, respectively. The fluctuation within the size evaluation of the
bacterial cells is ~25% for the IBS approach whereas this fluctuation for
SV and SA approach is ~56% and ~49%, respectively.

3.1. Validation of the counts based on coordinates of the objects (software/
manual)

The approach as described above allows only conclusions about the
total cell count numbers, positions of the bacteria within in the image
(coordinates of the OOI) are not used for data validation. In the
(D) with the original image (A). Escherichia coli (early growth stage) was stained with
ctor 400×. Figures show the bacterial count in the original (A) (numbers 1 until 21) and
indicate missing counts for each approach. Notice that IBS has 1 extra object (shown in
proach.



Fig. 3. Visual comparison of the three different software approaches; SV (B), SA (C) and IBS (D) with the original image (A). Escherichia coli was stained with probe EUB338 and imaged
with OS2. Exposure time was 100 ms and the magnification factor 400×. Figures show the bacterial count in the original (A) (numbers 1 until 19) and compared with three software
approaches: SV (8), SA (8) and for IBS (19). The red lines indicate missing counts for each approach. Notice that SA has 1 extra object (4′). SV: Set Value approach; SA: Statistical
Approach; IBS: Integrating Biological Significant approach.
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following paragraph we determine if the same bacteria are counted
using the three different approaches and themanual counting by deter-
mining the X,Y coordinates of the objects that are counted.

Fig. 4 visualizes the importance of the position of the object in the
data evaluation, by explaining the variance of the manual count (A
and B are the extremes), the area of possible coordinates of the object
(dotted lines) together with its orientation (which is unknown) and
the possibilities of coordinates which relate to the one click for manual
count.

This can be calculated with Eq. ((1) as follows:

pr2

swrb

� �
� 2

� �
−1 ¼ sl2; ð1Þ
Table 4
Average bacterial area and their variation coefficients per OS as well as an overall summary of

Optical system Magnification N (images)/N (bacteria)

1 200× 10/3529
1 400× 30/4382
2 400× 10/676
3 400× 10/10,714
4 ~200× 10/5226
1 200× 10/3766
1 400× 30/4232
2 400× 10/673
3 400× 10/11,063
4 ~200× 10/5279
1 200× 10/4292
1 400× 30/6148
2 400× 10/860
3 400× 10/12,917
4 ~200× 10/5850
All Varying 70/24,527
All Varying 70/25,012
All Varying 70/30,067
where pr is the pixel resolution [pipxels/µm], swrb is the smallest widh
for a rod bacterium (assumed as 1/3 of a micrometre) [pipxels/µm] and
sl2 is the square of the total pixels around the manual coordinate.

According to pixel resolution and smallestwidth for a rod bacterium,
the given Eq. ((1) was generated in this study to describe the area of
total pixels around the manual coordinate of each object per OS and
magnification factor. Table 5 summarizes the pixel resolution (pr),
smallest width for a rod bacterium (swrb) and total pixels around the
manual coordinate (sl2) per OS.

All pictures where evaluated based on Eq. ((1) and the results are
presented in Table 6, where the IBS approach clearly outperforms the
SV and SA approach. A value of 100%means that all the bacteria counted
by the software algorithm are the same bacteria that are counted by the
manual method. The summarized data for all images and algorithms as
the different approaches with no respect to the OS.

Approach
Average
[μm2] Coefficients of variation [%]

SV 3.04 60.7
5.06 53.9
4.73 34.9
3.51 41.4
2.46 44.2

SA 3.11 6.0
4.83 41.9
3.53 15.1
2.18 18.0
2.00 15.1

IBS 2.32 33.8
1.85 18.0
2.20 19.8
1.60 14.9
2.09 21.9

SV 4.13 56.4
SA 3.61 49.1
IBS 1.97 25.0



Fig. 4. Schematic drawing of an overlay of manual and software count. This example shows 4 possible situations. In situation 1 and 4 the OOI's are not laying within the dotted line.
Therefore the software is failing to recognize the manual appointed bacteria. For situations 2 and 3 a recognition of the OOI is possible and therefore the software is working properly.
As an example for the position of manually clicking the most extreme positions are presented (A and B). The dotted line is based on those extremes (see Eq. ((1)).
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well as the detailed analyses per OS and magnification factors are given
in Table 6.

The counts based on coordinate comparison of manual values and
software values for the different software approaches are according to
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (α = 0.05) not normally distributed.
Therefore, a chi-square test was performed comparing the results of
the software counts to the manual bacterial counts set at 100% (α =
0.05). The total number of bacteria counted with the IBS approach is
equal to the total number of bacteria that were counted manually
(ratio 98 ± 4, p N 0.05). The total amount of bacteria counted with the
SV approach (ratio 93% ± 8) and SA approach (ratio 94% ± 11) were
lower than the total amount of bacteria that were counted manually
(p b 0.05).

4. Discussion

Since the acceptance of fluorescence microscopy for total bacterial
count, specific bacterial count and area measurements numerous soft-
ware methods were developed to decrease the processing time in
order to achieve fast results (Grivet et al., 1999; O'Mahony et al., 2005;
Selinummi et al., 2005; Thiel and Blaut, 2005). However, the difference
between automated bacterial counts inmicroscopic images and the var-
iation (30% CV) in the total bacterial counts and/or bacterial area mea-
surements are still too high (Bloem et al., 1995; Seo et al., 2010).

In the automatization process a grayscale image is converted into a
binary image (two possible pixel values, normally black and white).
This converting process is called thresholding. The amount of counted
objects is depended on the threshold value. A threshold value that is
not properly chosen or calculated, results in an under- or overestima-
tion of the total bacterial count in a microscopic image.
Table 5
Summary of the pixel resolution (pr), smallest width for a rod bacterium (swrb) and total
pixels around the manual coordinate (sl2) in OS 1–4 with the different magnifications.

OS
pr
[pixels/μm]

swrb
[pixels/μm]

Total pixels around
the manual
coordinate

1 (200×) 4.0 1.33 0529
1 (400×) 8.0 2.67 2209
2 (400×) 6.3 2.10 1369
3 (400×) 8.2 2.73 2401
4 (~200×) 3.1 1.03 0289
State of the art softwaremethods either use afixed value (SV) for the
threshold which is empirically obtained from the data set (and there-
fore not generally applicable) (Schönholzer et al., 1999; Thiel and
Blaut, 2005) or a statistical approach such as Otsu's method (SA)
(Otsu, 1979).

Our study confirms the shortcomings of both widely used ap-
proaches (SA and SV) by showing that the ratio software/manual
count is only ~80%with a CV of ~20%. In this study we introduce an ad-
dition to the threshold approach of Russell et al. (2009) by including bi-
ological important parameters as bacterial size and area (IBS). When
this approach is used to count bacterial cells in a microscopic image
we obtain a ratio software/manual count of ~100% with a CV of ~10%.
Statistical analyses with the paired two-sample t-test (α = 0.05;
p N 0.05) confirm that the IBS approach results in total bacterial num-
bers that are equal to the total bacterial numbers that are countedman-
ually. The SV and SA approaches result in different total bacterial
numbers compared to a manual count.

When the SV or SA approachwas used to convert a grey scale image
into a binary image the mean area of the bacteria was ~4.1 ± 56% μm2

and ~3.6 ± 49% μm2, respectively. Compared to a largest rod of
~2 μm2 (Palumbo et al., 1984) the values of both approaches overrate
the area of a typical bacterial cell. The main reason for this is that
these two approaches merge different bacterial cells into one large
area as well as assigning larger areas to single bacterial cells (see also
Fig. 2). We therefore conclude that a fixed threshold value does not
yield reliable area measurements (Bjørnsen, 1986). SV and SA ap-
proaches on an image with a low contrast (e.g., bad illumination or
low DNA/RNA content in the bacterial cell) underestimate the area of
a bacterial cell. (see Fig. 3). The IBS approach yields an average area of
~2 ± 25% μm2. We do notice that the average area with its CV is larger
Table 6
Average ratios (±standarddeviation) based on coordinate comparison for all OS andmag-
nification factors.

Optical system (n images)
Mean [%] ± SD

SV SA IBS

OS1 400× (30) 91 ± 10 92 ± 14 97 ± 6
OS1 200× (10) 93 ± 9 99 ± 1 99 ± 1
OS2 400× (10) 99 ± 2 98 ± 2 100 ± 0
OS3 400× (10) 97 ± 3 93 ± 16 100 ± 0
OS4 ~200× (10) 91 ± 10 91 ± 6 98 ± 3
All (70) 93 ± 8 94 ± 11 98 ± 4
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(2.5 μm2) than the largest rod ~2 μm2 (Palumbo et al., 1984). Probably
the culturing time has an effect on the size of the bacteria. We observed
the presence of larger bacteria within the different experiments.

Additionally, we validated the algorithms by comparing the coordi-
nates of the OOI's of themanual (gold standard) and software count. Al-
though Eq. ((1) and our assumptions give a rather large possible area for
the position of a cell in an image (2 à 3 times as big as the normal area of
a bacterium, see Fig. 4), the accuracy of the data for the IBS approach is
promising. The SV and SA approaches result in lower total bacterial
counts than a manual approach. The IBS approach is statistically equal
(chi-squared test, α = 0.05; p N 0.05) to the manually achieved data
set (Table 6). If we had outlined the bacteria manually and compared
those coordinates with the software coordinates, the data could be
even more accurate (presumably with N20%).

The IBS approach is not only limited to fluorescencemicroscopic im-
ages. For instance, we successfully analysed phase contrast and bright
field images (data not shown) to calculate e.g., staining efficiencies.
Also images that contained non-biological particles like electrospray
droplets (Agostinho et al., 2012) could be automatically analysed
using the IBS approach.

Wewere able to show that every image has a specific thresholdwith
respect to the optical system, magnification and staining procedure as
well as the exposure time (Fig. 1). As a result of this, the use of a uniform
value (SV) for the creation of a binary image, for different optical sys-
tems and staining procedures is not reliable (O'Mahony et al., 2005).
Even if the value is empirically estimated no accurate data can be ob-
tained using the SV approach (Schönholzer et al., 1999; Thiel and
Blaut, 2005). The SA approach involves the possibility of differences in
threshold values with respect to the optical system, magnification and
staining procedure like the IBS. Nevertheless, the exposure time has
an effect within the SA approach: increased values of exposure times
will affect the size of the OOI's and they will appear larger than they
are in reality. If the image is not obtained with the right exposure time
the outcome of the SA approach is that multiple objects are identified
from originally single objects (Fig. 2). The IBS approach has a major ad-
vantage over the SV and SA approaches because this algorithm is only
reliant on the pixel resolution and the obtained results are not affected
by differences in exposure times (Table 4).

In this study all images were processed and no limitations were ob-
served. However, the IBS approach is restricted to area selections for
noise and OOI. At the time that OOI is larger than the selection criteria
(e.g., clumps of bacteria (bacterial cells are packed to each other at
high density)) these won't be detected as single bacterial cells as
shown within in this study. The method has not been tested for
counting filamentous organisms (e.g. fungi, actinomycetes) and might
be limited in that respect as well.

In conclusion the results obtainedwith the IBS approach are equal to
manual count and superior to the other two accepted approaches (SV
and SA). The IBS approach has been proven to be reliable, accurate, pre-
cise and reproducible compared with the manual count regardless of
the choice of optical systems (Leica, Olympus or Navitar), magnification
factors (200× or 400×), staining procedures (DNA (Propidium Iodide)
or RNA (FISH)) and substrates (polycarbonate filter or glass).
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